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About This Content

The dramatic stylings of FX Bilodeau, composed for The Shrouded Isle. Cello played by Camille Frappier-Fortin and piano by
Louise Francoeur.

Track list:
1. Sacrificial Overture (40s)

2. Scorned Anew (2:34)
3. Skyclad Faith (4:35)

4. Lethargic Deosil (5:20)
5. Duetarium (5:02)

6. Rite of Ostara (6:15)
7. Dawning Down the Madness (5:44)

8. Chernobog of the Fall (5:56)
9. Lingam Pentacle (5:49)

Total running time: 41 minutes.
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the shrouded isle soundtrack

It's fun to have an interactive program to use with Plex, I've been full on the Plex train for a while... Plus the making it easy to
get youtube vids to VR is pretty nice! Definitely looking forward to the 360 video support and curious to see what the "So much
more..." will be.

I'd recommend this because it's a unique experience and it makes for a cool thing to show off!

. EZ biiiiiitch!!!1!!one!!
5/7. Awesome game! as of writing this it's still in early access but on the right track to be be a cult classic. can't wait to see how
this game grows.. I purchased this game and it was not working on my windows 10 i5 system. This was a grate game and a
tarific story to play through but please provide small demo of games just to see the compatibility. I know this game has a demo
because i played it when it was released. I will miss it a lot in my collection.. Turd sandwich.
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Really, that intro song alone is nearly worth the price. Who doesn't love that song? They must have blown 90% of their budget
getting that recorded. I had this on my wishlist, and came back the to the store page a few times just to hear the song, then
bought it.

This isn't a typical baseball game at all. You could say it cuts out all of the boring bits, along with some realism (there are no
errors for example). It hyperfocuses on a few batters, in one half inning. Only one half inning... if the Home Team doesn't score,
it's assumed that the Visitors win in extra innings. So it definitely does a great job of building tension and, there being some
RNG, you're never going to win every time even if you're an expert.

I personally think the game works too hard to present itself as a board game, with the rolling dice for each move that would
likely get old after a while. But that's purely about your taste. I'm not too much into it, but the game is still well worth it yo me.
You might love that asthetic.

I didn't buy it at full price, but I wouldn't have a problem recommending a full price buy on this one. The atmosphere and
replayability are fantastic for such a small game.. its alright , its actully of kind of short. already have from season pass :D. Best
party game.. Pls uppdate all items cca 100. The first time I saw this game there was a bunch of people cheering and shouting in
front of the monitor. It really peaked my curiosity to check if the game was about.

When I played though, I got instantly killed by someone that had played just one match before me. The next match didn't take
long ro start, and... voilà... the contols were so keen, I managed to kill two opponents before a thilling duel against some other
player that managed to dodge the speat I threw.

Little did I know it would loop up and get me backstabbed. The crowd went wild with cheers again.. Dark story with beautiful
artwork. Definitely worth it!

ps: Its a short game, do not buy it and them complain about it being short. If you are interested in the story, go for it.
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